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We have extended the verified CakeML compiler with a new language primitive, Eval, which permits evaluation
of new CakeML syntax at runtime. This new implementation supports an ambitious form of compilation at
runtime and dynamic execution, where the original and dynamically added code can share (higher-order)
values and recursively call each other. This is, to our knowledge, the first verified run-time environment
capable of supporting a standard LCF-style theorem prover design.

Modifying the modern CakeML compiler pipeline and proofs to support a dynamic computation semantics
was an extensive project. We review the design decisions, proof techniques, and proof engineering lessons
from the project, and highlight some unexpected complications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The CakeML project [Myreen 2021] consists of a formally specified language (CakeML) in the
ML family, and a suite of formally verified tools for that language. A key part of the project is
the CakeML compiler [Kumar et al. 2014; Tan et al. 2019], which is verified to correctly compile
CakeML source programs down to various machine-code targets. Notably, CakeML supports verified
bootstrapping, i.e., verified compilation of the CakeML compiler’s own implementation in CakeML.

The Eval primitive operator, which we have added to the language, enables a CakeML program to
dynamically compile and execute newCakeML syntax created at runtime. This dynamic computation
mechanism can be used to write a REPL (a read-evaluate-print loop) as a CakeML program.
Providing such a REPL is a welcome addition to the features available in the CakeML project.
However, the main goal from our perspective was to build Candle [Abrahamsson et al. 2022], a
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152:2 T. Sewell et al.

(* -- Kernel signature -- *)
val reflexivity : term -> thm; val transitivity : thm -> thm -> thm;

(* -- Library signature -- *)
type conv = term -> thm;
val ALL_CONV : conv; val THEN_CONV : conv -> conv -> conv;

(* -- Proof Script -- *)
val conv_demo = (THEN_CONV conv1 conv2) '''x < y AND (y < z OR x > z)''';
fun xy_nf_conv tm = if can_lift_step tm
then (THEN_CONV xy_lift_binder_step xy_nf_conv) tm
else if can_flatten_step tm
then (THEN_CONV xy_flatten_step xy_nf_conv) tm
else ALL_CONV tm;

Fig. 1. Example code, reducing to the fictional “X-Y” normal form, in the LCF prover style

formally verified interactive theorem prover—the existence of a dynamic computation mechanism
and a REPL-like interface are necessary for supporting interactive proofs.
Prior to this work, the CakeML compiler had developed into an ahead-of-time compiler with

many optimisation passes and several intermediate languages (an earlier version had supported
a REPL, to which we will compare later). The question which motivates this project is, how can
we convert an ahead-of-time self-hosting compiler into a dynamic computation environment?
Intuitively, we hope to simply rewrite Eval as follows, by including the compiler at runtime:

dynamic computation︷                ︸︸                ︷
Eval ctxt prog =⇒ let val binary =

compilation at runtime︷                     ︸︸                     ︷
compile ctxt prog in

dynamic loading and exec.︷                ︸︸                ︷
Execute binary end

The actual process of calling the compiler from a REPL is more complex than the above snippet
suggests. However, it does illustrate the substantial questions we must answer. In a verified compiler
which assigns semantics to every intermediate language, what does it mean to execute newmachine
code via Execute? What implications do this, and enabling compilation at runtime, have for the
substantial existing body of compiler proofs?

We have developed a proof approach that addresses these questions, and gone on to update the
semantics and compiler proofs. This evolved into a long-running project; one that passed between
various contributors; and one that concludes with a version of CakeML that supports Eval, can
compile a proven-safe REPL, and can compile a proven-correct interactive theorem prover.

1.1 A Verified LCF Successor
Why put this much effort into evolving CakeML from an ahead-of-time compiler to one with a
dynamic computation capacity? CakeML is a language from the ML-family, a successor of the
first ML “meta-language” [Gordon et al. 1978] which was co-developed with the LCF interactive
theorem prover [Gordon et al. 1979]. LCF introduced a novel theorem prover design in which the
proof kernel exposes logical operations on an opaque thm type, but not the constructor(s) for that
type. Library code builds those base operations into more general mechanisms. User proof scripts,
developed interactively, can also add custom functions that combine kernel and library features.

For instance, syntax rewriting passes can be expressed using the “conversion” mechanism [Paul-
son 1983] provided in various proof libraries. A conversion is a library function f such that f
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Cakes That Bake Cakes: Dynamic Computation in CakeML 152:3

x always returns a theorem of the form ⊢ x = y. Example conversion code is sketched in Fig. 1,
including a default conversion ALL_CONV which always returns the reflexivity theorem ⊢ x = x
constructed by a kernel operation. It also provides the essential THEN_CONV combinator, which
combines a conversion that produces ⊢ x = y and one that produces ⊢ y = z into one that pro-
duces ⊢ x = z using the kernel’s transitivity operation. Proof scripts can build custom libraries of
conversions, which can call and even recurse to themselves via combinators such as THEN_CONV.

Although all functions can pass and return thm objects, a key element of the LCF theorem prover
design is to use the type system to enforce that only kernel operations can construct objects with
thm type. This requires a type-safe language such as ML and an implementation where the user
can conveniently supply experimental code outside the prover kernel. Thanks to the LCF design
the system stays sound regardless of what code the user inputs.
Interactive theorem provers are still a major use-case for ML-influenced languages [Harrison

2009; Martínez et al. 2019; Nipkow et al. 2002; Slind and Norrish 2008], which makes them an
obvious target for CakeML; in fact, CakeML is itself developed and verified in HOL4 [Slind and
Norrish 2008], a prover in the LCF family. Building an LCF-style interactive theorem prover was
one of the original goals of the CakeML project, and the verified Candle prover [Abrahamsson
et al. 2022] completes that goal, building on the Eval-extended CakeML environment. The Candle
use-case motivates some of the ambitious aspects of our Eval mechanism design, and we elaborate
on the corresponding challenges here. In particular, we want dynamically added proof functions to
interact in a higher-order and type-safe way with functions compiled in the prover core. There are
other ways to achieve reasonable theorem prover performance, but this style is closely compatible
with the broader CakeML approach. We elaborate on alternative and related approaches in Section 8.

1.2 Contributions
We have added the Eval mechanism to the CakeML system. This gives a verified language envi-
ronment with a dynamic computation feature that permits a REPL implementation to be written
as a source program, and which permits higher-order functional interaction between the original
and dynamically added code. It features, to our knowledge, the first verified run-time environ-
ment capable of supporting a standard LCF-style theorem prover design, and also the first verified
dynamically-executed compiler for a functional language that supports substantial optimisations.
Our run-time implementation is relatively straightforward: given that CakeML is self-hosting

down to machine code, in principle, one needs to run the compiler dynamically, write its output
instructions to code memory, and then jump to the relevant instructions. The key challenge lies in
updating the language semantics and compiler proofs to support dynamic computation.
We introduce an oracle-based method for extending compiler verification to support dynamic

computation, apply it to a large existing proof, and report on the aspects of this effort that were
particularly challenging. As we will illustrate, for the lower-level compiler passes, the main effort is
focused on the actual compilation of Eval to a mechanism that adds new code to memory, whereas
for the higher-level intermediate representations, the challenge is to handle new complexity in
the simulation proofs, especially knot-tying the CakeML source semantics based on Eval to the
oracle-based semantics. Our approach has some important limitations:

• Eval is currently only supported on a small subset of CakeML target architectures (x64) and
operating systems (Linux-based). Nevertheless, we expect that extending Eval to more of
CakeML’s targets is straightforward.

• Code added dynamically is not reclaimed, which is potentially an issue for very long-running
REPL environments. Nevertheless, CakeML programs always halt with an out-of-memory
error when they run out of heap, stack, or code memory.
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fun l_to_mc p = let
val p1 = l_to_l1 p;
val p2 = l1_to_l2 p1;
val (code, data) =

l2_to_mc p2;
in (code, data) end

𝐿

Eval sem.
𝐿

oracle sem.
𝐿1

oracle sem.
𝐿2

oracle sem.

code memory

Eval p
Execute
(c,d)

Execute
(c,d)

Execute
(c,d)

existing
code

call

new
code c

l_to_mc l_to_l1 l1_to_l2

l2_to_mc

load

Fig. 2. (left) toy example compiler (right) intermediate languages, type of semantics, and compila-
tion/execution steps using the toy compiler at runtime for Eval

• Making newly inserted code safe to execute requires special operations on some architectures
(e.g., flushing instruction caches) and operating systems (e.g., requesting write and execute
permission to code memory). These operations are implemented for the supported targets,
but permissions and caches are not modeled in CakeML’s target memory model, so their
implementations are not verified.

• The correctness proof for the REPL binary must, in addition to assuming its code and data
are loaded correctly, assume that it correctly reads additional data from the filesystem.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH
The CakeML compiler function compiles CakeML abstract syntax into its output, which consists of
machine code and some constant data, each of which is essentially a block of bytes to be placed at
a particular address in memory. The key question for Eval, both practically and conceptually, is to
give a “meaning” or semantics to this new binary program.

In some sense, the CPU architecture specifies precisely what a binary program means. This is a
good starting point, but we must address two complications. Firstly, while the binary program is
well-defined in the concrete machine universe, it is less clear what operations might mean in terms
of the abstractions that exist at the source level, or in any other intermediate language. Secondly,
while a self-contained binary might be well-defined, we want the dynamically added code to be
able to call into the original, which means its semantics is tied to that of the original program.

2.1 Oracles and Checking Compilers
CakeML, like most compilers, operates as a pipeline of translation phases, each producing and
consuming a program. There are (currently) 8 different intermediate languages (henceforth ILs) in
which these programs are represented. The main issue with binary semantics appears in the inner
ILs. To illustrate, let us consider a simplified example.

Consider a toy academic language 𝐿, which is compiled by the program l_to_mc in Fig. 2 (left). It
is compiled through three passes and two ILs (named 𝐿1 and 𝐿2) into output machine code (and data).
Without going into details, let us assume that 𝐿, like CakeML, is a sufficiently high-level language
so that we can express l_to_mc in 𝐿. Thus, we can try to extend 𝐿 with dynamic computation by
adding Eval to the language, and compiling Eval p to Execute (l_to_mc p). Figure 2 (right)
gives an overview of the compilation steps at runtime; solid arrows in the figure represent the real
compilation and loading steps that are executed at runtime, while the dashed arrows represent
compilation steps that take place in the compiler oracle (explained next).
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The first challenge in proving correctness of dynamic computation is to express the semantics of
Execute in the languages 𝐿, 𝐿1 and 𝐿2: given machine code, we need to know which program (in
the relevant intermediate language) is being evaluated. Computing an inverse to the compiler is
not practical. One possibility is to keep the input program together with the compiled program, i.e.,
adjust l_to_mc to return both the outputmachine code and the input program, have Execute receive
both representations, and have the semantics of Execute for output machine code be essentially
Eval of the input program. To extend this to 𝐿1 and 𝐿2, l_to_mc needs to be adjusted further to
return a collection of intermediate programs, which is a little unwieldly. The bigger problem is,
while 𝐿 is a high-level language, 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 may not be. The kind of datatype that conveniently
expresses an input abstract syntax tree in 𝐿 might be represented as a low-level encoded object in
𝐿2. Following this concrete approach requires us to not only save every intermediate representation
but also construct a decoder to abstract values for each language.
For CakeML, this would be even more complex: the current compiler has over 30 passes, so

keeping every intermediate representation would be inefficient. Moreover, the existing simulation
proofs done for each pass do not expose a value relation or decoder as part of their external interface.
To follow this approach, we would have to implement some kind of decoder at every representation
level and prove that possible decode actions are preserved by each compilation phase.
Instead, we pass the program being evaluated to Execute implicitly, i.e., we make the program

available in the formal semantics but not the concrete program execution. The CakeML semantics is
already organised to be deterministic and trace-based. Input and output operations such as reading
the filesystem are permitted via the foreign-function interface (FFI). To make this deterministic, the
semantics includes an oracle object that knows how the FFI will respond to any sequence of FFI
calls. For the purposes of the proof, we introduce a new oracle object that knows the future trace
of Eval events. In our toy example, we add these oracles to the evaluation state in the semantics
of 𝐿1 and 𝐿2, and to a similar variant of the semantics of 𝐿. When we compile Eval p to Execute
(l_to_mc p), we also switch to the oracle semantics for 𝐿, using the determinism of 𝐿 to peek
ahead and record the trace of Eval events.

J Execute (code, data) K ≡
let
val prog = pop_oracle();
val compiler = get_compiler();
val (c2, d2) = compiler prog;
assert (code == c2);
assert (data == d2);

in

J prog K
end

Fig. 3. Pseudocode Execute Semantics

The semantics of Execute, in all the oracle seman-
tics, are those sketched in Fig. 3: fetch the program from
the oracle (pop_oracle), check the machine code being
executed is the compilation of that program, and pro-
ceed to evaluate the semantics of the oracle-provided
program. This also requires an abstract implementation
of the compiler (for a given compilation phase) kept as
part of the semantic state (get_compiler). We call this
a checking compiler, used only for checking concrete
machine code values against oracle-provided programs.
This approach does not require 𝐿2 to be able to en-

code 𝐿2-programs as values; only concrete machine
code values (essentially lists of bytes) need to be present
in each language. Such a simple low-level type can be easily encoded in every IL (in this toy exam-
ple or in CakeML), either as list values or as regions of bytes in memory. It also does not require
saving every program representation, instead, each phase has its own oracle. The 𝐿2 oracle, for
instance, is constructed from the 𝐿1 oracle by composing it with l1_to_l2, as shown by the dashed
arrow in Fig. 2 (right). The checking compiler for 𝐿1 can be produced by composing l1_to_l2
with the checking compiler for 𝐿2. The fact that the relevant oracles and checking compilers are
connected via l1_to_l2 is used in the simulation proof for l1_to_l2, when it compiles Execute
(code,data) in 𝐿1 to Execute (code,data) in 𝐿2. More precisely, the inductive correctness proof
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152:6 T. Sewell et al.

for l1_to_l2 has a new case for correct compilation of Execute (code,data) from 𝐿1 to 𝐿2. This
case holds by induction (on the evaluation semantics) because the 𝐿2 oracle program is equal to
l1_to_l2 of the corresponding 𝐿1 oracle program.

The proof strategy based on oracles and checking compilers was prototyped for a toy language
much like 𝐿 above, as the first step in the Eval project.

2.2 Compiling Binary Extensions
Let us clarify how the additional machine code produced by compilation at runtime relates to the
existing machine code. We will use the following terminology: the ahead-of-time compiler refers to
the static compiler that compiles programs to a static binary; the in-program compiler refers to the
compiler that is dynamically called at runtime for Eval. These two compilers should be largely
similar, with the notable exception that the ahead-of-time compiler will perform introduce library
code that is needed at runtime, which the in-program compiler reuses.

Recall that we want newly compiled Eval-ed programs to be able to call functions and use values
from the original program (or previous calls to Eval). CakeML does not support partial compilation
and linking. If it did, we would presumably re-use that mechanism and the focus of the Eval project
would be on making the linking mechanism work at runtime. Instead, we focus on an alternative
design in which the new machine code works as an addition to what is already compiled. It will
actually be dynamically loaded into memory directly after the existing code, as in Fig. 2 (right).

To illustrate the idea, note that many compiler phases need to allocate identifiers (IDs) in some
global namespace. For instance, each new exception constructor is given a new unique ID, and
many of the ILs have a global code table, with IDs for each function. The start addresses assigned
to basic blocks of machine code by the final assembler are also a kind of global ID. In each of these
cases, compilation of new code proceeds with the final ID allocation state from before, and issues
new IDs in each namespace that follow those of the previous compilation unit. This is also why new
code produced by the in-program compiler will be placed shortly after the existing code, because
the assembler allocates a start address at that position.
For each compiler phase that allocates IDs in a new namespace, we modify the in-program

compiler to maintain a mapping to those IDs, e.g., a map from the string identifying an exception
constructor to its ID, or a map from the numeric ID of a function in the final code table to its start
address. In this way, in-program compilation of new code will be able to look up and reference IDs
from prior compilations. This applies to every namespace including final code addresses so newly
compiled code can jump to known addresses of previously compiled code entries. The ahead-of-time
compiler is responsible for producing the initial mapping passed to the in-program compiler.
Intuitively, the run-time (and proof) invariant here is that, at each Eval call site, the existing

program is a valid self-contained program, and the Eval-extended program is also valid because,
while its components were compiled at different times, they fit together as a self-contained program,
as though they had all been compiled together. At each step, the machine code is self-contained,
so there will never be a direct jump from compiled code into code that an Eval has yet to add.
Nevertheless, function values can be passed in various ways, e.g., via references, which makes
indirect jumps from older to newer code possible. In practice, the in-program compiler maintains
more than just IDs. For example, it may also have an inlining pass which stores the bodies of
some short functions. Like the ID mappings, this information is kept available by the in-program
compiler, so that older function bodies may be inlined into newly Eval-ed function bodies.

2.3 Compiler State
The toy oracle design from Section 2.1 is elegant for a pure compiler, but unfortunately some
CakeML compiler phases are not stateless pure functions. The stateful phases accumulate a number
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do_eval vs es = case (es, vs) of
| (SOME (EvalDecs s), [Env env id; st_v; decs_v; st_v2; bs_v; ws_v]) =>
(case s.decode_decs decs_v of

NONE => NONE
| SOME decs =>
if st_v = s.compiler_state && concrete_v decs_v &&

compiler_agrees s.compiler (id,st_v,decs) (st_v2,bs_v,ws_v)
then
SOME (env, decs, SOME (EvalDecs

(add_decs_generation (s with compiler_state := st_v2))))
else NONE)

| ...

Fig. 4. A snippet from the Eval checking process

of bits of state, including the ID mapping or inlining tables described above. These state elements
complicate aspects of the oracle design.

The states must also appear in the oracles in order for the checking compiler to produce exactly
the same machine code as the in-program compiler. Producing the various oracles with the compiler
state at each Eval point is not much more complex than capturing only the programs. However,
various proofs of simulation make use of the compiler state in relating expressions before and after
compilation. The future compiler states encoded in the oracle may now also need to be considered
in these aspects of the proof, which is a substantial source of new proof complexity.

2.4 The First Checking Compiler
Compilation of the toy language 𝐿 starts with a source-to-source pass that replaces Eval with
Execute (l_to_mc p). This requires the compiler to know its own text and insert it into the
source language. This provides an elegant external interface to Eval, and works out nicely in
the toy example. Unfortunately, in actual CakeML, this creates unnecessary complications. The
program text of the CakeML compiler includes the definition of the compiler function as well as
the definitions of its internal types, the types needed to define its input syntax, and also the text of
the standard library. Stitching this into the target program in a way that avoids duplicating the
standard library and shares the type definition of the input would be tricky to get right. In addition,
the CakeML compiler text, as CakeML syntax, is generated from HOL4 rather than written by hand,
which limits our ability to refactor it for this purpose.

The CakeML compiler is also permitted to fail in some unlikely situations. For instance, when
assigning final addresses to basic machine-code blocks, it is possible that the jump distances cannot
be encoded as valid offsets, resulting in a failure of the whole compilation. Some attempt should, in
future, be made to handle such failures.
Instead of including the compiler automatically, we require users of the Eval mechanism to

themselves include the compiler as a dependency of their code in the conventional way. In practice,
REPLs and other Eval-using programs will be built above the CakeML text extracted from HOL4,
likely using the same mechanism. To use Eval, these programs must call the compiler themselves,
and handle any failure outcomes. The actual Eval primitive is then passed the source program and
binary output from this call to the compiler. The primitive checks that this input/output pair agrees
with what it expects the compiler to do. That is, the actual Eval primitive in CakeML implements
the first checking compiler, prior to the appearance of any oracles.
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evaluate : state -> env -> exp list -> (state * (v list) exc)
evaluate_decs : state -> env -> dec list -> (state * env exc)

type compiler_args = ((num * num) * v * dec list)
type compiler_fun = compiler_args -> (v * word8 list * word64 list) option

datatype eval_decs_state = {| compiler : compiler_fun ; compiler_state : v ;
env_id_counter : (num * num * num) ; decode_decs : v -> (dec list) option |}

datatype eval_state = EvalDecs eval_decs_state | EvalOracle eval_oracle_state

Fig. 5. HOL4 types of key semantics elements

Figure 4 shows a part of the Eval compiler check done in the CakeML source semantics specifi-
cation. Here, do_eval checks that it can interpret its concrete inputs and outputs and that they
agree with the result of the checking compiler (s.compiler) stored in the state. We will explain
more details of this code snippet in Section 3.

The final step is to define a REPL that calls the CakeML compiler and then uses the Eval primitive,
and prove that the resulting REPL is a safe program, i.e., that the compiler check always succeeds.
This has been done for two flavours of REPL for CakeML: a simple REPL which processes CakeML
source, and a variant of this needed by the Candle prover [Abrahamsson et al. 2022].

3 UPDATING THE CAKEML LANGUAGE SPECIFICATION
The CakeML language is given a formal semantics in HOL4 which specifies the meaning of CakeML
programs and, consequently, the required behaviour of the compiler. The type signatures (in
HOL4) of the evaluation functions which define the semantics of expressions (evaluate) and of
declarations (evaluate_decs) are given in Fig. 5. These are recursive functions rather than relations
as the CakeML semantics is defined in a so-called functional big-step style [Owens et al. 2016]; their
recursion is terminating, with a decreasing clock counter within the state record, and a timeout
exception being one of the possible special return values within the 'a exc type.
A CakeML program consists of a list of declarations (dec list). The Eval project adds three

new primitives to the language that manipulate declarations, two new operators Eval and Env_id,
and a new primitive declaration Denv. This section describes their semantics.

To support Eval, a new field st.eval_state : eval_state option is added to the state type.
The contents of the Eval-enabling variant of this type is shown in Fig. 5. The state can also be left
as None to disable Eval, in which case all uses of Eval raise errors, or configured to an alternative
oracle-based semantics used in a proof phase (we will discuss that phase in Section 5.1).
The in-program compiler can be wrapped into the compiler_fun type shown in Fig. 5. It con-

sumes a CakeML program (dec list) and produces machine code and extra data (word8 list and
word64 list). It also manages a state, which is left as an arbitrary uninterpreted CakeML value
(v). The remaining argument is an environment ID.

3.1 Compiling Environment Objects to IDs
Evaluating either expressions or declarations in CakeML requires an environment (see Fig. 5). These
environments are associated with IDs, and the operator Env_id : env -> (num * num) can
expose those IDs. Environment objects are common in the CakeML semantics, mapping names
(including compound names like List.map) to values. They are used to create closures, to capture
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local let-bindings, and to capture the contents of the global namespace and the module namespaces
within it. Mechanisms like modules and local blocks mostly amount to operations on (global)
environments. The Eval operator also requires an environment parameter.

The Denv declaration exists so that a user program can capture a global environment as a variable
and pass it to a subsequent Eval operation. It is provided as a declaration form (e.g. Denv env_name)
rather than an operation (e.g. in val env_name = Env ()) so it only captures global environments.
The compilation scheme replaces environments with their IDs. For instance, IDs rather than

environments appear in the compiler_args argument to the in-program compiler. These IDs are
used because, both before and after the Eval project, there are no run-time values in the CakeML
system which correspond to environment values from the source semantics. No run-time object
maps source names to run-time values. An early phase of the compiler, named source_to_flat,
lifts all global objects to a global scope with unique numeric identifiers. This eliminates modules
and other namespace operations, and eliminates the need for global environment values. The local
environment values used in closures are eliminated later in the closure-compilation phases.
The source_to_flat compiler does manage a “globalising” mapping from source names to

global IDs. This is not a mapping from source names to anything meaningful at runtime: the
global namespace in the source_to_flat output is renumbered multiple times by subsequent
passes in the compiler pipeline. This design would probably have to change if CakeML were to
support partial compilation or linking. We keep the design, but have the source_to_flat pass keep
one more table in its state, an environment table that maps environment IDs to past states of its
globalising mapping. A Denv declaration is compiled by storing the current globalising mapping in
the environment table with a new environment ID, and compiling the Denv declaration as though it
simply declared that ID as a global value. When an Eval occurs, only the ID from the environment
is passed to the compiler, and it is used to index the environment table and to start the initial
source_to_flat compilation with the correct mapping.

Since the source_to_flat phase is compiling environments into their IDs, it can compile Env_id
into a no-op. The evaluate function of the source semantics handles Eval via the do_eval function
seen previously in Fig. 4. It only uses the ID part of the environment argument to in the checking
compiler step, but the full environment is used to evaluate the dynamic program. The correctness
proof of source_to_flat must establish that the globalising map fetched via that ID agrees with
the global environment from the value.

The Eval operation also returns the environment value after evaluation. The source_to_flat
pass allocates a global reference for this purpose. It adds code snippet to the end of every Eval-ed
program to write the ID to the reference and another snippet at the Eval site to read it again.

val prog1 = parse '''
val env4 = eval env1 prog2;
val _ = print "goodbye"; ''';

val prog2 = parse '''
Denv inner_env;
val _ = print "hello"; ''';

Denv env1;
val env2 = eval env1 prog1;
Denv env3;

Fig. 6. Example Nested Eval

The IDs of environments are integer tuples rather than
just integers, as is visible the various types in Fig. 5. Tu-
ples solve an issue with ordering: the IDs are issued by
both the source_to_flat compiler phase and the source
semantics, and must match. However, the compiler and
operational semantics pass over declarations in a different
order. The implementation compiles the whole program
supplied to Eval before executing any machine code,
whereas the semantics works one declaration at a time.

For example, consider the program sketched in Fig. 6.
The inner program prog1 is run via Eval, and it then
runs prog2 via Eval also. Assume that eval takes care
of calling the compiler and using Eval correctly (the ac-
tual REPL contains such a function). In source-semantics
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order, prog1 and prog2 complete before Denv env3 is seen, and env2 actually contains env4.
However, the compiler has completed compiling the entire program, including assigning an ID
to env3, before any code runs and before any Eval events. The IDs are issued with prog1 being
generation 1 and prog2 being generation 2 (assuming no prior Eval). The IDs in generation 2 are
(2, 0) for inner_env and then (2, 1) for the final environment of prog2, which is then named env4
by prog1. The only member of generation 1 is the final environment of prog1, (1, 0), which is then
named env2. The IDs of env1 and env3 are (0, 0) and (0, 1).

The source semantics state tracks the integer triple (cur_gen, next_id, next_gen) in the field
env_id_counter. Eval assigns a new generation as it starts and restores cur_gen and next_id as
it returns. This keeps the compiler-issued and semantics-issued IDs in sync.

3.2 Providing the Abstract Compiler
The source semantics includes a compiler function in the (optional) eval_state component. To
use Eval safely, this must be set to some function of the correct type, and a decoder from CakeML
values to AST must also be provided. The approximate type of Eval is:

Eval : env -> ’st -> ’decs -> ’st -> word8 list -> word64 list -> env

The Eval arguments include the three input arguments and three output results of the compiler
function. The semantics assert that the input/output values given agree with the abstract compiler
(most of the code for this check was seen in Fig. 4). The approximation in Eval’s type is because the
semantics do not specify the encoding of compiler states or the source syntax as CakeML values.
Also, the CakeML type checker does not respect the above type, and rejects any program including
Eval. No simple type check can ensure that the code that Eval runs is safe in any way, and it is
essential that type-checked code always executes safely.
The type of the compiler state is not entirely arbitrary. The compiler correctness theorem

requires that, if Eval is enabled, the abstract compiler in the state must be exactly the in-program
CakeML compiler, wrapped with appropriate encoding and decoding functions. These encoding
and decoding values are produced as a byproduct of HOL4-to-CakeML translation [Myreen and
Owens 2014]. This translation is a standard part of the CakeML process. Instead of writing the
CakeML compiler as a program in CakeML or some other language, it is defined as a terminating
function in the logic of HOL4. This so-called shallow embedding is convenient for verification. It
is a similar approach to CompCert [Leroy 2009a], with the compiler defined and verified in the
logic prior to being extracted to an executable version. In CakeML, the extraction from a shallow
embedding to executable CakeML is done by a proof-producing tool rather than a trusted one.
For each translated type, the translator defines a relation from that type to the general values

in the semantics (the v type in Fig. 5). We have extended it to also provide encode and decode
functions and proofs of their injectivity when that is possible. The compiler correctness proof
requires injectivity of the encode/decode functions for aspects of the oracle construction to work.
Unfortunately this injective encoding is not possible for function types, or for types which

contain function types. The CakeML compiler state does include some function-typed fields in the
configuration of various features. We work around this by adding explicit projections to and from a
simplified state, where the simplified state has no problematic fields, and the restored state replaces
the function parts with defaults. Finally, we show that this restored configuration is sufficiently
compatible with the original that the necessary proofs hold.

4 UPDATING THE COMPILER PIPELINE
The modern CakeML compiler consists of a pipeline of over 30 different compiler phases which
operate on 8 different ILs. Figure 7 sketches the pipeline and highlights the regions we will focus
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on here. An up-to-date figure showing the compiler pipeline is available at https://cakeml.org/
and an in-depth description of the pipeline is in Tan et al. [2019]. There are slight differences
between the CakeML ahead-of-time compiler and the in-program compiler (recall Section 2.2). The
ahead-of-time compiler introduces additional code, such as CakeML’s verified bignum library or
garbage collector that is used by the runtime. The in-program compiler is configured for reduced
compilation time, e.g., it uses linear scan register allocation instead of (more expensive) graph
colouring-based allocation. We elide discussion of these differences below.
Most of the compiler phases require no adjustment for Eval at all, besides their correctness

proofs. In some cases the expression languages of the adjacent ILs are different but have similar
Eval primitives, so the compiler needs to be adjusted to translate the operator named Eval in one
language into the similarly named Eval operator in the next.

4.1 Compiling Eval in High-Level Intermediate Languages
Let us detail the cases where Eval is (non-trivially) modified. We have explained that the source
Eval takes six arguments, two of which are the code and data that came from compiling the
provided program, and the remaining four are needed for knot-tying Eval to the oracle semantics.
The translation to the first IL, source_to_flat, discards the four knot-tying arguments, so Eval
from FlatLang onwards operates only on compiled output and more closely resembles Execute
in our toy description (Section 2.1). This two-argument Eval passes through the early compiler
phases syntactically unchanged until the point of closure conversion. One important exception is
an early compiler phase which performs global dead-code elimination—when Eval is present in the
code, this pass is disabled entirely, as functions unused in a given ahead-of-time (or in-program)
compilation might still be needed in a subsequent Eval step.

Closure conversion is a substantial task for the CakeML compiler, and involves multiple passes.
Prior to this point, values of function type can be created dynamically, by function expressions
(e.g. val f = fn x => fn y => x + y + z) or by partial application (e.g. val g = f 12). The
closure conversion process lifts all functions into a global code table with numerical IDs. These
expressions then create a closure object, one which records the ID of the function to be called and
a flat vector containing the captured values to be given as arguments (e.g., the value z captured by
f above, or 12 captured by g as the value of x in the partially applied body of f).
The closure-conversion process thus reduces a higher-order functional language to a first-

order one. It also changes the calling style, with multi-argument function calls. It is essential
for performance that this compilation be done carefully, avoiding the creation of closure objects
wherever direct function calls would be possible instead. This is accomplished via numerous passes
over the CakeML compiler’s ClosLang IL [Owens et al. 2017].
Closure conversion also compiles Eval code data to Call (Install code data). The new

Install operation takes the same steps of fetching program text from an oracle and checking it
against the compiled machine code. Unlike Eval, Install does not execute any of the code, i.e., it
simply loads the new code into the global code table and returns the ID (code pointer) of the first
new function. Here, Call is the usual IL primitive that executes a given code table entry. Thus, the
dynamic execution associated with Eval has been compiled away to reuse existing functionality
for making function calls. It remains to implement dynamic loading, i.e., Install.

The Install operation is passed unchanged through the middle compiler phases until DataLang.
In the final ILs, the compilation of the current program reaches machine code, at which point it has
“caught up” with the prior compilation of the machine code parameters to Install and is in the
same byte- or word-level representation. In these final ILs, once the representations match, it is
time to make use of the machine code parameters by compiling Install into the code that actually
loads the compiled bytes into memory.
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Fig. 7. Major tasks of the CakeML pipeline updated for Eval
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Fig. 8. Data and code segment layout for CakeML and their respective buffers. Data and code is dynamically
installed bywriting to the (contiguous)memory locations starting at their respective buffer pointers data_buff
and code_buff and then incrementing the buffer pointers accordingly.

4.2 Compiling the Code and Data Installations
To understand the lower-level compilation steps for Install, it is perhaps best to start at the
concrete, machine-code level and the compiler’s design for code insertion at runtime. Figure 8
shows the run-time data and code segment layout for CakeML. The data segment (pointer bm)
is a sequence of machine words containing liveness information necessary for run-time garbage
collection (GC) and other constant text data, e.g., string constants. The code segment (pointer
main) is a sequence of bytes corresponding to machine instructions as produced by the verified
assembler; note that the code segment is prefixed by a FFI landing pad which is used to jump
to foreign functions. To support Install of new data and code, the data and code segments are
allocated with additional fixed-size buffers (pointers data_buff and code_buff, respectively).

In order to install new code (resp. data), the runtime executes a sequence of memory writes to the
code (resp. data) buffer, while moving the buffer pointers accordingly. After this installation process,
the runtime can execute loaded code by issuing a jump to the corresponding memory location in
the code segment. Compilation of Install to match the concrete memory layout described above
proceeds in several steps.

4.2.1 Compilation to abstract buffers. The first substantial step of compiling Install occurs in the
compilation from DataLang to WordLang (see Fig. 7). In this phase, the representations of abstract
values are concretized to machine word representations in memory. Accordingly, all operations on
values are replaced by per-byte and per-word stateful operations. For example, big integer values
are compiled into a heap pointer to an array of machine words, and operations on big integer values
are replaced with calls to CakeML’s verified bignum library.
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In WordLang, the code and data buffers are introduced as abstract components of the semantic
state, together with two new syntactic operations CodeBufferWrite and DataBufferWritewhose
semantics are to write a byte or machine word to their respective buffers, while remembering the
new values that have been written (but not yet read by an Install). The semantics of Install in
WordLang “flushes” the code and data buffers, grabbing all the new contents to compare against the
oracle in the usual way. It also checks that the code_ptr and code_len parameters it is given agree
with the location of the “new” code buffer contents, and similarly for data_ptr and data_len.

Each Install code data operation from DataLang is compiled into a sequence of calls to
two helper routines Install_code code and Install_data data, followed by a final call to
Install with arguments code_ptr, code_len, data_ptr, and data_len. Here, code_ptr points
to a position in the code buffer (with length code_len) and data_ptr points to a location in the
data buffer (with length data_len).
The routines Install_code and Install_data are inserted by the ahead-of-time compiler.

They are implemented as loops that read from the code and data arguments using normal CakeML
operations and they copy into the code and data buffers using primitives CodeBufferWrite and
DataBufferWrite. This is a common pattern in CakeML where compiler phases insert function
bodies to implement mechanisms, e.g., the aforementioned bignum library is implemented as a
family of such functions, roughly, one for each bignum operation (addition, multiplication, etc.).
The CodeBufferWrite, DataBufferWrite, and Install operations persist largely unchanged

through all WordLang compilation phases. The notable exception is register allocation, which fixes
the registers used to implement buffer writes and to store the necessary pointers into both buffers.

4.2.2 Concretizing the data buffer. The next compilation phase uses StackLang, which is the last IL
before code is flattened in preparation for assembly. As the name suggests, StackLang’s compilation
phases focus on the task of replacing abstract stack and GC operations with concrete ones.
The StackLang IL’s semantics includes abstract operations that manipulate an abstract stack.

It also includes semantic switches, that is, it has immutable flags in its semantic state that enable
and disable parts of the semantics. One of these switches disables the abstract stack operations,
making all these operations simply raise errors, and another switch disables all the abstract GC
operations. As the compiler phases replace the abstract stack and GC operations with concrete
implementations, the semantic switches are turned off to clarify that the resulting program will no
longer use the abstract features. Indeed, one of the key uses of the aforementioned data segment
(Fig. 8) is to provide a bitmap containing stack frame liveness information used by the GC to safely
walk structures in memory. Accordingly, the data buffer is used to build an incremental bitmap for
liveness information that will arise from new function calls made possible by Install.
The compiler phase that concretely places the stack in memory also replaces the abstract

DataBufferWrite with an ordinary memory write to the (now concretely placed) data segment.
In this way, the abstract data buffer is concretely implemented into memory and subsequently
disabled. The correctness argument for this concretization step relies on the fact that the semantics
of Install and DataBufferWrite check that the abstract data segment’s position pointer and
length match those of their input arguments.

4.2.3 Concretizing the code buffer. The compilation of CodeBufferWrite to actual writes of the
code region proceeds in essentially the same way as for the data buffer, although the switch to the
memory-write semantics is done at a lower-level IL where all code is represented as machine-code
byte sequences. Here, Install becomes a no-op on both the abstract data and code buffers.

4.2.4 Enabling the code. The Install operation that remains when the concretization of both
data and code buffers are complete is intended to enable the newly installed code as safe jump
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targets. This is implemented as a call to a function in the C FFI which performs the necessary
instruction-cache flushes for the target processor.

There are some caveats with this operation. In principle it should also add execute permissions
in a fine-grained way. Instead, for the time being, the Eval mechanism depends on the entire code
buffer having both write and execute permissions, which not all operating systems permit. Eval
is also only implemented on a subset of target architectures. Finally, the relevant proof does not
model the actual semantics of the caches or memory permissions, and thus the proof does not
check that this operation is used correctly.

5 PROOFS AND PROOF ENGINEERING
The most challenging part of the Eval project, of course, was updating all the proofs. The CakeML
development is one of the larger formal developments in existence with, at the time of writing, over
320,000 lines of definitions and proofs written in HOL4, of which the compiler implementation
accounts for over 220,000 lines of definitions and proofs. The Eval project added over 450 commits,
which sum to over 58,000 lines of file insertion and 40,000 lines of file deletions. These numbers give
only the approximate size of the project: line counts are a poor measure of project size. Furthermore,
the insertion/deletion numbers were computed per-commit and summed, and do not tell us to what
degree the Eval project repeatedly revised its own additions. It is not simple to compute a single
changeset for the project because it was repeatedly merged with updates to mainline CakeML.
However, it is clear it was a substantial undertaking.

5.1 Conjuring the Oracle at Source
The source_eval proof pass replaces the standard source semantics with one that includes an
oracle. It is performed on the source language prior to source_to_flat. This “pass” composes
with the other compiler passes, and their proofs, like any other, although it leaves the program
syntax unchanged.

We saw (in Fig. 5 in Section 3) that the Eval-related state of the semantics can have three forms,
None, which disables Eval entirely, the EvalDecs case, which contains the parameters needed
to configure Eval, and a EvalOracle case, which was left unexplained. The EvalOracle case is
designed so that the source_eval pass can switch to it.

The EvalOracle case includes an oracle field of type num -> compiler_args, a function from
positive numbers to compiler input, where that input type compiler_args = ((num * num) *
v * dec list) includes an environment ID, an encoded compiler state, and the input program. It
also includes a flexible parameter that specifies how the Eval check is done and how it updates
the oracle, so that this semantic variant can be configured for two different uses in this pass. The
EvalOracle variant is visible in the CakeML language semantics, but is only expected to be used
in the compiler proof. It could be hidden by producing a largely duplicated private copy of the
source semantics, but this seemed unnecessary.
The simulation proof for source_eval is done in two steps. In the first pass, the EvalDecs

semantics are replaced with an EvalOracle variant that behaves exactly the same as the EvalDecs
case, but populates the oracle object, recording the input arguments each time Eval is called. The
simulation proof shows that these two versions of the semantics stay exactly in lockstep, with the
latter generating a useful oracle instance. Note that the per-trace CakeML semantics is terminating,
with a clock parameter setting the maximum number of some step types. Thus, in each trace, the
recording semantics records only a finite list of oracle information.

The next proof replaces the recording semantics with the typical oracle semantics used in other
CakeML ILs, with the input arguments to the Eval operation ignored, the abstract compiler inputs
fetched from the oracle, and the binary outputs checked. The oracle-recording semantics and the
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oracle-consulting semantics are proven to stay exactly in step, as long as the oracle that would be
recorded is a prefix of the (potentially infinite) oracle installed in the oracle-consulting semantics.

A technical proof step is done to construct an infinite oracle, if necessary, by taking the limit of
the finite oracles constructed with increasing clock bounds. A further technicality arises when an
infinite oracle cannot be constructed, because the program always calls Eval a finite number of
times, or perhaps not at all. It is easy to pad the oracle with an infinite stream of trivial programs,
but the oracle must also contain a valid sequence of compiler states. These states could be generated
by applying the compiler function, except that the compiler is permitted to fail.

Fortunately, all the phases that can fail are late in the compiler pipeline, and all the phases where
we need to claim validity of the whole oracle contents are earlier. The solution is to define a variant
of the compiler which compiles as far into the pipeline as possible, with all its phases guaranteed
to succeed. The final oracle, the one actually used in the semantic state after source_eval, is
constructed by extracting the infinite limit of recorded oracles, discarding the state components,
padding out the result with trivial syntax if it is finite, and reconstructing the compiler states by
running the variant. This oracle state is correct for all phases present in the variant. It can also be
proven that this oracle is an extension of the one recorded, since each successful recorded Eval
event required the full compiler to succeed. Once this oracle is installed, the source semantics are
now configured in a compatible way to the oracle-based semantics of the subsequent ILs.

5.2 Updating Simulation Proofs
All simulation proofs for each compiler pass needed updating for the new oracle and in-program
compiler. Most CakeML compiler correctness results are proved using forward simulation theorems
that have the following shape. Here evaluate_IL1 is the functional big-step semantics of the
source IL of this transformation from IL1 to IL2. The compilation function for this pass is compile.
Variables s and s1 are source states, variables t and t1 are states of the target language. The
source and target states are related by state_rel, which relates, e.g., the store, FFI and other
configurations that need to stay in sync; res_rel similarly relates the execution results.

∀e s res s1 t.
evaluate_IL1 e s = (res,s1) ∧ res ≠ Fail ∧
state_rel s t ⇒
∃res1 t1.
evaluate_IL2 (compile e) t = (res1,t1) ∧
res_rel res res1 ∧ state_rel s1 t1

We updated the definition of each state relation to relate the new oracle and in-program compiler
fields of the IL states. Below is a typical relation in the simple setting where the compilation function,
compile, is stateless. The in-program compiler of state s, i.e. s.compile, is compile attached to the
front of the compiler from state t downards, i.e. t.compile. Similarly, but backwards, the oracle
that predicts programs at the target, i.e. t.compile_oracle, is the function that one gets by first
running oracle for the source, i.e. s.compile_oracle, and then compile.

state_rel s t =
. . . ∧
s.compile = pure_cc compile t.compile ∧
t.compile_oracle = pure_co compile ◦ s.compile_oracle

The functions pure_cc and pure_co are defined as follows:

pure_cc f cc = (_cfg prog. cc cfg (f prog))

pure_co f = (_(cfg, prog). (cfg, f prog))
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The correctness proof for compile proceeds by induction on IL1’s evaluation semantics, with
most of the cases in the proof remaining unchanged. The new case for Eval (or its relevant variant)
follows by induction because s.compile and t.compile_oracle are chosen so that whenever an
oracle-program e is evaluated in IL1, the corresponding program compile e is evaluated in IL2.

Stateless compilation passes followed the simple sketch above, but many others required a com-
piler that depends on context and prior state. Such compilers make use of the compiler configuration
component, cfg, which is simply ignored by pure_cc and pure_co definitions above.

5.3 Low-Level Intermediate Languages
Section 4.2 discussed the way in which the lower-level ILs compile the Install operator pro-
gressively into copy loops which update the data and code buffers followed by a flush operation.
The reader has probably noticed that, although Section 4.2 is notionally about the design of the
implementation, it also implicitly describes the structure of the proof in detail.
For instance, the DataBufferWrite operation is eventually compiled to a memory write. In a

compiler not designed for verification, this operation would almost certainly not exist with its
own name, and be generated as a memory write in the first instance. The distinction allows the IL
semantics to highlight one of the essential proof obligations, which is the way the data buffer is
split between a read-only region and a region being written. Data reads from the data buffer (when
it is placed in memory) must always read from the already-written read-only part.

This is perhaps the ideal case for compiler verification. We do not mean to claim that the proof is
ideal. We mean that the problem permits us to structure the (difficult) proof into a collection of steps
whose nature can be easily understood by reading the source of the compiler phases themselves
and the relevant parts of the semantics of the various ILs.

5.4 Higher-Level Intermediate Languages
Compiling Eval through the earlier phases of the compiler pipeline, through the functional-style
ILs, is straightforward. The impact on the proofs turns out to be much less straightforward. We
will highlight two particular complications as examples.

5.4.1 Assigning Code Identifiers. After closure conversion, function bodies are moved to the code
table and called by their identifier. Clearly these identifiers must be unique or the wrong code will
be called. New identifiers added by an Install event must not already be in the code table.

The IL representation at this point is a list of numbered function bodies, prog : (int * expr)
list. Prior to the addition of Eval, the proof of correctness of some compiler phases had the explicit
assumption distinct (map fst prog) that the identifiers in the input program are distinct.

These identifiers are allocated in a complicated way, with numerous compiler passes renumbering
the program. In most cases this is to allow a compiler pass to add some functions it uses to
implement a feature, which is done by incrementing all input identifiers by some constant 𝑛 to
make the identifiers 0..𝑛 available. In two cases, a compiler phase goes further, and uses an even/odd
interleaving or similar to make space available for a larger collection of additional functions.

Adding Eval, and a program oracle oracle, adds three new name-distinctness assertions:

∀i. distinct (map fst (oracle i))

∀i. disjoint (set (map fst prog)) (set (map fst (oracle i)))

∀i < j. disjoint (set (map fst (oracle i))) (set (map fst (oracle j)))

Each phase of the compiler transforms both the program prog and the program oracle oracle,
and each of these constraints must be shown to be preserved. The new distinction between ahead-of-
time compilation and compilation at runtime expands this technical aspect of the proof substantially.
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To make this slightly less tedious, we have employed some standard proof engineering strategies.
For instance, we gather some of the disjointness facts into a single statement using a new combinator:

oracle_monotonic (set ◦ map fst) (_ x y. x ≠ y) (set (map fst prog)) oracle

This combinator captures the fact that the IDs associated with generations of syntax are distinct
or ordered in the sense of some relation (here _ x y. x ≠ y). The combinator is also used with
the relation _ x y. x < y, where the “monotonic” name fits better. The point of the combinator is
that, in addition to proving facts about set (map fst (compile_X prog)) for a compiler phase
compile_X, we can express the preservation of disjointness as a single lemma (compile_X_dyn
being the dynamic per-Eval variant of compile_X):
oracle_monotonic (set o map fst) (_ x y. x ≠ y) (set (map fst prog)) oracle
=⇒ oracle_monotonic (set o map fst) (_ x y. x ≠ y)

(set (map fst (compile_X prog))) (compile_X_dyn o oracle)

This lemma can be applied automatically via syntax-directed tactics when the compile_X proof is
composed with those of its neighbours, far more easily than a fact about set (map fst (compile_X
prog)). This simple change, and other similar ones, make it easier to integrate our proof changes,
and hopefully will reduce proof maintenance effort in the future.

5.4.2 Trying to Avoid Syntax Restrictions. The previous section describes a problem with function
IDs. The correctness proofs of the compiler phases for ILs with Install depend on assumptions
about the IDs in the input syntax to the compiler phase. These assumptions link the proof together
in a non-local way, as multiple compiler phases may lie betweeen the point at which function IDs
are generated (during closure conversion) to the point at which the relevant assumption is needed.
It would be nice to avoid these syntax restrictions, and instead depend only on the assumption

that the input program passes all the checks in the semantics. Furthermore, the Install operator
does check that the function IDs being installed do not overlap any present in the code table.
Unfortunately, following this line of thinking turned out to be a dead end. We suspect that the

syntax restrictions for function IDs could be removed, with some refactoring of various proofs, but
we have no solution to the problem of variable IDs.

fun read_file fname = ... ;

fun parse_config input = ... ;

val config = parse_config
(read_file

"config.txt");

fun f x = let
val y = get_param

config "y";
...

in result end;

Fig. 9. Interleaving of functions and globals
in CakeML

5.4.3 Assigning Global Variable IDs. We have mentioned
that the source_to_flat phase eliminates global envi-
ronments, assigning unique numeric IDs instead. This
applies both to functions and to global values.
The code block in Fig. 9 shows the interleaving be-

tween function definitions and global value declarations
that is possible in CakeML, and other ML-family lan-
guages. A global value such as config is immutable and
constant once created, but its value is computed from
input data via a previously-defined function, and it is not
a compile-time constant.
The source_to_flat pass maps global names to

unique numeric IDs. The ID of config denotes a cell
in a “globals array”, where its value will be stored. Even-
tually the closure conversion passes will move all code
into function bodies, at which point the code snippet that

computes config will be moved into the body of some function. That function will execute exactly
once, and write the value of config (and maybe other globals) to the array cell.
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Like the code and data buffers, the “globals array” is initially represented as a special array type
accessed with special operations, with the guarantee that each cell in the array can only be written
(at most) once, and can only be read after it has been written. In a later pass this is replaced with a
normal mutable data structure.
As we mentioned in Section 4.1, closure conversion is a key phase of compilation, and one

which is critical to performance. The compiler makes substantial efforts to avoid creating closures
when it is possible to make direct function calls instead. This optimisation depends on a known-
value analysis (similar to global constant-propagation) which detects expressions that describe
constants. Functions (such as f in Fig. 9) are values also, and their names are converted to call
IDs by source_to_flat in the same way. To permit a direct call to a function, the known-value
analysis must compute what value will be written to the globals array.

This known-value analysis scans the whole program to find the one expression that writes any
given cell, e.g. the write of the cell for f. In the absence of Eval, it can then be assumed that any
read of that cell will read the value written by that expression. Unfortunately, Eval complicates
this argument. There might currently be only one site at which append can be written, but what if
an Eval event introduces new syntax?
The only successful approach we found to this problem was to depend on disjointness again.

Each Eval event introduces syntax which (possibly) writes cell IDs in the globals array. These IDs
are allocated incrementally, forming another pointwise monotonic sequence. This monotonicity
can be proven, but the proof is tedious, as it involves all the syntax of the program representation
rather than just the top-level function IDs.

It should perhaps have been clear that these IDs would create complications. The known-value
analysis is global, and Eval clearly confuses any global analysis. Unfortunately, this clarity comes
in hindsight, and in the actual project the problem was discovered slowly in understanding the
difficulties of updating the CakeML proofs as a whole.

6 PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
The compiler correctness proof guarantees that any semantically safe program will be compiled
into an equivalent binary by the CakeML compiler. The final step is to show that this is feasible
by demonstrating a user program that makes use of Eval and is proven to pass the checks in the
source semantics.
Many CakeML programs can be proven safe by simple type checking. Unfortunately, the type

checker simply rejects programs with Eval, as it cannot check the program that Eval will evaluate.
Figure 10 shows the actual REPL loop which is added to the main CakeML program shortly after

the translation of the top-level CakeML compiler. As explained in Section 3.2, the translation of the
compiler and its associated types also generates the decode functions for the compiler state and
CakeML AST which are required to instantiate the Eval-related semantics state. The safety of the
REPL code, which uses the Eval primitive indirectly via the eval function, can only be established
with respect to these decode functions.

This generic REPL has been proven safe to execute, which means that the REPL, all its helpers,
and the functions it executes dynamically via Eval, all use CakeML’s language features safely.
There are three essential components to this proof. One is simple: aside from the eval step, all
the other subfunctions are themselves type safe, as can be checked statically by the type checker.
Next, the safe_decs really are safe, because the check_and_tweak function runs the type checker
dynamically after “tweaking” the program to include the necessary print statements. Finally, the
eval function safely calls Eval, that is, it calls the CakeML compiler with the correct compiler
state and presents the inputs and outputs of the compiler to the Eval primitive.
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fun repl (parse, types, conf, env, decs, input_str) =
(* input_str is passed in here only for error reporting purposes *)
case check_and_tweak (decs, (types, input_str)) of
Inl msg => repl (parse, types, conf, env, report_error msg, "")

| Inr (safe_decs, new_types) =>
(* here safe_decs are guaranteed to not crash;

the last declaration of safe_decs calls !Repl.readNextString *)
case eval (conf, env, safe_decs) of
Compile_error msg => repl (parse, types, conf, env, report_error msg, "")

| Eval_exn e new_conf =>
repl (parse, roll_back (types, new_types),

new_conf, env, report_exn e, "")
| Eval_result new_env new_conf =>
(* check whether the program that ran has loaded in new input *)
if !Repl.isEOF then () (* exit if there is no new input *) else
let val new_input = !Repl.nextString in
(* if there is new input: parse the input and recurse *)
case parse new_input of
Inl msg => repl (parse, new_types,

new_conf, new_env, report_error msg, "")
| Inr new_decs => repl (parse, new_types,

new_conf, new_env, new_decs, new_input)
end

Fig. 10. The central REPL function. The variable decs ("declarations") is the next AST snippet to be evaluated,
conf contains the compiler state, and types the type checker state.

One significant complication remains: the first compiler state to be used by the in-program
compiler must be the final state of the ahead-of-time compiler which compiled the whole REPL
program (including a copy of the in-program compiler). That state cannot be encoded into the
compiled program without creating a circular dependency. The solution is to encode the state into
a file, and read the file contents via the FFI as the REPL starts. This adds an assumption to the
correctness proof, that the byte array read from the file is the one that was saved.

The subfunctions of the repl function above must be type-correct, but they can be stateful. As
suggested by the comment about !Repl.nextString, some of the steps of the REPL loop can be
replaced by adjusting global references. The first step taken by the basic REPL is to evaluate the
contents of the file repl_boot.cml, which is an ordinary type-correct CakeML source file that
installs additional REPL features, such as a customisable prompt.
The Candle REPL builds on the same repl loop, instead using a parser for OCaml-style source.

Candle requires some additional checks to protect the prover kernel types, the details of which are
described in Abrahamsson et al. [2022].

7 EVALUATION
The new CakeML REPL is now available as a default feature of the CakeML binary compiler. The
current binary should always be available via https://cakeml.org/ and will operate in REPL mode
when invoked via cake --repl. At the time of writing, the only supported platform is the Linux
operating system running on an x64 CPU. Figure 11 lists example input and output of this REPL. In
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[linux]> ./cake --repl
Welcome to the CakeML read-eval-print loop.

...
val pp_exn = <fun>: exn -> pp_data val isFile = <fun>: string -> bool
(* preamble loaded *)
> val x = (1, 2, "hello");
(* inserted code: 1720 bytes (94745 used); data: 33 machine words (1459 used) *)
val x = (1, 2, "hello"): int * int * string
> fun f i = if i < 2 then (i, "true") else f (i - 2);
(* inserted code: 1540 bytes (96285 used); data: 26 machine words (1485 used) *)
val f = <fun>: int -> int * string
> f 123;
(* inserted code: 1382 bytes (97667 used); data: 23 machine words (1508 used) *)
val it = (1, "true"): int * string
> List.map f [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8];
(* inserted code: 1688 bytes (99355 used); data: 52 machine words (1560 used) *)
val it = [(1, "true"); (0, "true"); (1, "true"); (0, "true");

(1, "true"); (0, "true"); (1, "true"); (0, "true")]: (int * string) list

Fig. 11. Demo use of the REPL

this input/output sequence, the input declarations such as > val x = (1, 2, "hello"); were
each compiled, installed, and run as machine code dynamically.
The current design does not yet permit reclamation of code or data written into the code and

data buffers, and the buffer sizes are fixed at compile time. In our simple tests, small input programs
typically install a few kilobytes of code and a few hundred bytes of data (see comments below each
line in Fig. 11). Note that more code is being compiled in each of these steps, as the REPL does its
printing by inserting print code into the program being Eval-ed. This suggests that a buffer size in
the tens of megabytes provides space for tens of thousands of Eval events, which is enough for
simple interactive use, and larger buffer sizes can be configured if necessary. We hope, in future
work, to explore a JIT-style hybrid REPL which interprets rather than compiles program snippets
that do not create new functions.
While there is plenty of room for future engineering upgrades, the verified REPL built here is

not a toy prototype. The Candle prover is usable for interactive proofs. In a recent test, loading its
standard basis theory requires 4356 Eval operations and takes 98 seconds (on a standard x86-64
i7-7700K running at 4.20 GHz). This theory is a port of the basis theory of HOL Light [Harrison
2009], and is compatible with HOL Light (based on OCaml), which loads it in 74.94 seconds.
We have not otherwise investigated the performance of Eval-installed functions. Apart from

the absence of global dead-code elimination, the in-program CakeML compiler is largely similar to
the standard ahead-of-time version, and should give similar performance.

8 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES AND RELATEDWORK
8.1 Alternative Approaches
This paper has focused on presenting the Eval design as it is implemented and verified in current
CakeML. The verification turned out to be challenging, which raises the question, could it have been
simplified by a more restrictive design? Prior to the Eval project, the first version of the CakeML
compiler [Kumar et al. 2014] supported a REPL by compiling to a verified x64 bytecode interpreter.
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This REPL was verified via a simpler argument, in which the compiler and REPL run in a logically
separate universe to the dynamically evaluated programs. Only simple values can pass back and
forth between these universes, much like the situation with the C FFI in the modern CakeML
system. The REPL steps were wrapped around two instances of the compiler proof, switching
between them as a special case.

The goal of the Eval work is to support a standard LCF-style prover design, where dynamically
evaluated code can define new tactic functions, and those functions can manipulate theorem and
term values from the prover kernel and call to inference functions of the prover kernel. The tactics
may even recurse to themselves via higher-order tactic combinators provided by the prover library,
which creates complex chains of calls between dynamically added tactic code and key functions
from the prover core. The original CakeML design could only support such a use-case if the entire
theorem prover implementation was placed in the dynamic side of the world split, which means it
would have to be parsed and rebuilt at runtime, and this parsing would be part of the correctness
argument. Modifying the REPL might improve the situation, but that is complicated by the fact
that the REPL design is fixed by the proof. The current design, in which the REPL is verified as a
CakeML program, is far more flexible.
More exotic designs were briefly considered, such as running the dynamic text interpreted, or

running the dynamic program in a separate world with a remote protocol for manipulating theorem
values in the prover world without sharing types. Our conclusion was that all these designs are
workarounds, and that it is far preferable to pursue the current design, with its difficulties, which
is more general. One simplification worth considering was forbidding recursion of Eval itself,
i.e., forbidding further Eval events while an Eval is in progress, which would solve some order-
of-evaluation issues we encountered in the proof. This would be compatible with an LCF-style
prover, but would rule out a design we want to explore in future work, one where the prover kernel
exposes a verified proof-by-evaluation mechanism that makes use of Eval.

8.2 Related Work
Verified JIT Compilation. There are a number of other verified environments that provide dynamic

evaluation or a just-in-time compiler. Jitawa [Myreen and Davis 2011] is a verified just-in-time
compiler from an untyped bytecode to x86 machine code, which had a simpler proof-of-concept
precursor [Myreen 2010]. Compared to CakeML, Jitawa achieves good performance with less
complex optimisations, which means its proof is correspondingly simpler. Jitk [Wang et al. 2014]
adapts the final phases of the CompCert verified compiler infrastructure [Leroy 2009a] to build a
verified just-in-time compiler for plugging various monitoring and filtering functions safely into
the Linux kernel. Like this work, this project adapts an existing ahead-of-time compiler into a
just-in-time case. Its design contains a similar world separation to the original CakeML project,
which is required in this case, as the compiled Linux plugins must run in a specifically constrained
environment. Barrière et al. [Barrière et al. 2021] report on a verified study of a more conventional
just-in-time compiler design. They study the interesting problem of optimising a program based
on dynamic observations of its behaviour, and then undoing the optimised compilation when the
dynamic behaviour changes. This ambitious design allows some just-in-time compilers to get better
performance than their ahead-of-time counterparts, especially for high-level untyped languages
like JavaScript. The related project FM-JIT [Barrière et al. 2023] builds a simple JIT compiler for
a high-level language, with JIT-specific optimisations, using the CompCert compiler as part of
the backend. The CompCert compiler, unlike CakeML, is not self-hosting, so a major task for
the project is to interleave the verified pure functions of the compiler (running via OCaml in the
implementation) with the generated native code and special JIT mechanisms (modelled via a special
monad in the verification). By contrast, we provide no specific optimisations for our dynamically
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execute code, and are content to have it run with the same performance as if it were statically
compiled. We also require fewer trusted code extraction components for our verified binary.

Compositional Compiler Correctness. At a high-level, our work is broadly similar to extant research
in compositional compiler correctness , where statically compiled code modules are guaranteed to
correctly inter-operate with other compiled code modules, possibly produced by a different compiler
or from a different source language [Kang et al. 2016; Neis et al. 2015; Perconti and Ahmed 2014;
Song et al. 2020; Stewart et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2020]. Many of these prior efforts extend CompCert
with new forms of compositional correctness guarantees, including verified separate compilation
which has been part of CompCert since version 2.7 [Kang et al. 2016]. Correct compilation of
Eval also requires producing inter-operable code, but the novel difficulty is to develop verification
guarantees for code that is dynamically compiled, loaded, and executed at runtime; this is the
key challenge solved by our oracle-based proof strategy. Nevertheless, correctness of Eval is also
(partly) simpler than compositional correctness in that the dynamically produced code comes from
the same source CakeML language, and uses the same in-program CakeML compiler. Lightweight
proof techniques for separate compilation that were used in CompCert have analogues in our proofs.
For example, several intra-functional analysis passes in CakeML were straightforwardly adapted by
extending their respective inductive proofs with a case for Eval (see [Kang et al. 2016, Section 2.2]);
stateful compilation passes were more challenging as they interact intricately with how the oracles
are chosen (Section 2.3). An interesting line of future work is to make our in-program compiler
configurable so that certain optimization parameters can be switched on or off at runtime. The
challenge is that different executions of the in-program compiler no longer run in lock-step, which
complicates the verification [Kang et al. 2016, Section 2.3].

Oracle Semantics and Proofs. Oracle(-like) approaches have been used in formal semantics, e.g., as
a means of factoring out the behavior of concurrently executing threads [Hobor et al. 2008; Pohjola
et al. 2022] or modeling external nondeterminism and interactivity [Leroy 2009a; Owens et al. 2016;
Xia et al. 2020]; Milner [1975] describes the role of oracles in process semantics as (paraphrased)
“fictitious agents providing a sequence of truth values used to resolve arbitrary choices occurring in
a (process) behavior”. In our work, the Eval oracle is added solely as a proof gadget, i.e., it does not
appear in the source or target semantics; the CakeML and CompCert compilers both use similar
gadgets in their backend proofs [Leroy 2009b; Tan et al. 2019]. Similar to these prior approaches,
the Eval oracle serves as a proof engineering tool to decouple reasoning about source-level Eval
semantics from the rest of the compiler phases.

9 CONCLUSION
We have extended CakeML with Eval, resulting in a verified language environment with a dy-
namic computation feature permitting general interaction between the original and dynamically
installed/executed code. It is, to our knowledge, the first verified run-time environment capable of
supporting a standard LCF-style theorem prover design.
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SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The Eval extension is now included in the main version of CakeML. CakeML is free software,
and we encourage other authors to use or extend our work. A software artefact is available
at https://zenodo.org/record/7813942 containing pre-built binaries of the REPL and the Candle
prover, and all of the relevant proofs, at the time of writing of this paper. The CakeML repository
https://github.com/cakeml/cakeml will host future versions and contributions.
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